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UX Designer

Apply Now

Company: Metrosoft

Location: Kraków

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Metrosoft® offers solutions allowing asset managers and service providers to transition all

aspects of shareholder services and distribution to digital service economy. Fundsphere®

supports an entire digital investor journey from onboarding, through ongoing support and

maintenance, to trading and reporting. Real-time KYC, list screening and transaction

monitoring ensure effective oversight and control of risks. Fundsphere, trusted by global

asset managers and service providers, is now also available as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS).

This role is for you if you:

Demonstrate experience in design, prototyping and information architecture for enterprise

grade applications in the financial industry.

Have a Transfer Agency and AML/CTF knowledge.

Have an excellent command of English.

Have the ability to create detailed solution descriptions with great quality and precision.

Have experience in user research and modeling, interviews, A/B testing and other UX

techniques.

Are proficient with prototyping tools (e.g. Adobe XD, Figma). Have the ability to create

prototypes of varying fidelity levels.

Have experience with Design Systems (creation and development).
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Worked with HTML, CSS and Java Script before and modern front end frameworks

Are experienced in Scrum / Agile development.

Have the ability and empathy necessary to solve end users’ problems.

Are an excellent verbal and visual communicator, with the flexibility and patience to try

new things.

Are able to cooperate effectively with other team members, graphic designers and

stakeholders.

Your role will be to:

Prepare solution designs in form of interactive prototypes

Participate in meetings with all stakeholders to understand business needs (travel

involved).

Communicate with stakeholders regularly to validate concepts and prove wireframes at

each stage reflect business needs.

Work closely with scrum team members to build the final solutions.

Design new and improve existing solutions to disrupt the fund management industry .

Create wireframes, mockups, sometimes clickable prototypes.

Collaborate closely with analysts, developers, sales and marketing team.

Support UX culture in the company.

What we offer:

Direct cooperation with largest global financial institutions.

A real impact of solutions you design on fund industry change.

Day to day contact with the business and ability to expand your knowledge.

Agility and dynamism of the environment you work in.



Space for creativity.

Flat structure.

Integration events ( e.g. Metrosoft’s weekend, ski, Christmas dinner).
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